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Past week’s rainfall .1-.3, very little rain over the last 2 weeks

Soil Moisture Subsoil adequate, topsoil getting dry in places

Temperature Normal over the last 2 weeks

Crop Progress Behind normal

Corn Soybeans

Crop
Stage:

Filling ears on early planted corn, finishing
pollination on latest planted.

Crop
Stage:

Late bloom to
mid pod fills

Yield
Potential:

 Average to below average Yield
Potential:

 Average to
below average

 

Current Market:

 Corn Soybeans

Current
Prices

  $3.56   $7.89

New Crop
Bid

  $3.42   $7.87
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Comments:
We have had a stretch of very pleasant summer weather over the last 2 weeks. Temperatures
have been near normal with highs mostly from the upper 70’s to mid-80’s, and relatively cool
nights. All of the corn has completed pollination and the weather throughout has been near
ideal. Rainfall has been short over the last 2 weeks, and while subsoil moisture is holding up
well, it would be good to get an inch or so to replenish topsoil levels. The soybeans are still
putting on some flowers, but are mostly in the pod fill stage. Some aphid spraying is taking
place, but levels haven’t been too bad up to this point. Overall, the crops look good, but we are
still behind, and some warmer weather would help to push things along.

The corn market has had a rough couple of weeks. The big blow came this week, when the
USDA estimate of planted acres and yields taken at the first of the month were both well above
industry estimates. There is still a lot of uncertainty in how many acres will be harvested given
the unprecedented amount of late planting, prevented planting this year, but it looks like it will
take until harvest to sort everything out. An analog year was 1993, when the extent of yield loss
from that wet, cool growing season was not seen until harvest. Mid-season growing conditions
have been better this year, but we still have a long way to go.

Soybeans have held up much better than corn, as planted acres are forecast well below earlier
estimates. The widely watched Pro Farmer crop tow will make its way across the Midwest next
week. This will be the first large effort to assess what is in the fields this year. It should be an
interesting week.

– Nathan Deters, AFM

Crop Update Archives – Please click on the green button for our Northeast Crop Conditions
Archives page.
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